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1. Introduction
The basic objective of this paper is to contribute to the construction
of linkages among three areas of researchs perceptual mapping in marketing,
modeling of markets with differentiated products in economics, and work on
facility location analysis in operations research. We draw on the second
and third of these areas to suggest how perceptual maps of product spaces in
marketing can be made more useful in the process of designing and marketing
new products.
Perceptual maps are now most commonly employed in the design stage of
the innovation process 933, before a specific product is developed for
detailed testing, and we concentrate on this area of application.1 We
stress fruitful directions for future research related to marketing problems;
we do not attempt to present a fully-developed product design system. There
are two main points in what follows.
First, perceptual maps can and should be constructed to serve as
components of market models that permit quantitative prediction of consumer
response to alternative new product designs. Section 2 discusses the
implications of recent work in economics for the construction of market
models based on perceptual mapping techniques.
Second, recent advances in facility location theory can be exploited to
develop efficient systems for the identification of profitable new product
designs. Many authors in economics (following Hotelling 463) and marketing
(e.g., , [123, 332], 63, 253, 663, 853, [87, and 1013) have recognized
the analogy between the location of brands in product space and the location
of facilities in geographic space. But one must augment a market model of
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the type discussed in Section 2 before techniques used to analyze the facility
location problem can be directly applied to the product design problem.
Section 3 explores the relations between these two problems and discusses
available solution methods.
The objective in studying these optimization problems is not to automate
the design process or to replace detailed pre-launch testing of promising
designs [29, 89, 943. Our goal is rather to indicate how perceptual mapping
techniques can be most naturally augmented to provide more specific managerial
guidance and insight early in the design process.
2. Modeling Differentiated Markets
The literature in economics dealing with markets in which products are
differentiated contains two basic classes of models. In representative
consumer models, all consumers have identical preferences, and differentiation
arises because they desire variety. (See 173 for a leading example.)
These models seem conceptually closest to work on variety-seeking [603
in marketing. In address models, on the other hand, consumers' preferences
are heterogeneous (either because of differences in income or more fundamental
differences in tastes), and differentiation arises because firms find it
profitable to cater to segments of the market. In address models, brands
and, generally, consumers can be associated with "addresses," locations in
the space of possible or conceivable brands. (See C53 and 843 for
discussions of the relations between these two classes of models, and see
[743 for an integrated model.) We concentrate here on address models and
their relation to perceptual maps.
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In address models, each dimension of the space of possible brands is
identified with a brand attribute or characteristic that affects consumer
demand. Consider a market in which brands have N such attributes, and let
the subscript "n" denote a typical attribute. (We discuss the determination
of N and the identification of relevant attributes below. At this stage it
is only important to note that price is not, strictly speaking, an attribute
in economic models.) We can then follow both the economics and marketing
literatures and treat the space of possible brands as a subset of Euclidean
N-space, N. Suppose there are I firms in the market and that typical firm
i has Ki brands, i=1,...,I. Let xikn denote the amount of attribute n
supplied by a unit of firm i's kth brand. Then the vector xik =
(xikl, ,XikN ) RN gives the location of this brand in product space.
Let X c N be the set of all brands that firm I could possibly (in a
sense made precise in Section 3) produce. X may either be finite or infinite;
we refer to these as the discrete and continuous cases or approaches,
respectively, in what follows.
2.1 Horizontal vs. Vertical Differentiation
In address models it is useful to distinguish (following Lancaster
E57, ch. 231; see also 863 and the essay by Phlips and Thisse in 773)
between horizontal and vertical differentiation. (For a complementary
discussion of attribute types and their modeling implications, see 70J.)
Suppose that all brands in some market are made available at the same price.
Then if differentiation is purely horizontal, consumers will select different
brands even if they are perfectly informed. If differentiation is purely
vertical, on the other hand, informed consumers will all select the same
brand. In the purely horizontal case, consumers thus disagree about what
3
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(actual or potential) brands are best, while in the purely vertical case all
agree on quality rankings. In the latter case differentiation arises because
consumers differ in their willingness to pay for higher quality.
Hotelling 463 produced the first model of horizontal product
differentiation. He analyzed brand locations on a line (N), which he
argued could be interpreted as a street or an array of possible brands.
(His example was sweet vs. sour cider.) Subsequent economic models of
horizontal differentiation have also generally exploited the analogy between
geographic and product spaces. (See Salop 823 and the papers in 77] for
theoretical analyses and Schmalensee [833 for an application.)
In most economic models of horizontal differentiation, each consumer is
assumed to purchase one unit (per period) of the brand that yields him the
highest net utility or to purchase nothing at all. Let there be J consumers,
and let UJ(xik) be the utility consumer obtains from (one unit of) firmth
i's kth brand. In the discrete case, consumers' preferences are completely
described by a finite set of utilities of actual and possible brands; nothing
else is needed to analyze response to new products. In the continuous
case, however, it is necessary (and it is usually convenient even in the
discrete case for estimation purposes) to specify the U(x) functions
explicitly. Tractability requires that these functions be expressible as
U(x;8J), where 8j is a finite parameter vector, the components of which
differ among households.
In the purely horizontal case 8j includes consumer j's ideal_ oint,
iNt JE N This vector, commonly interpreted as i's location in product space,
gives the coordinates of the brand that consumer j would prefer to all other
possible brands if all sold at the same price. This definition implies
Uj(t j) > Uj(tj+v), where v is any non-zero N-vector. It is also natural to
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assume that U(tj+v) > U(tj+Xv) for X>1, so that brands closer to the ideal
are preferred to brands unambiguously farther away. It is convenient and
standard to carry this last idea a bit farther and postulate that U(xik) is
a decreasing function of some norm of the vector (xik-tJ). Most of the
relevant literature employs one or another special case of the weighted
Minkowski norm and works with functions of the following formi
N I/~
(1) U(x A w x - tl UJ(xi ) X A - B [ En ikn n 
where Aj, B, a, and the components of wjERN are positive constants. The
expression in brackets provides a weighted Euclidean norm if = 2 and a
weighted rectilinear or city-block norm if = 1. The components of wj
are often called importance weights or salience weights in this context. In
a geographic analysis, the right-most term in (1) would correspond to the
travel or transportation cost incurred by consumer j in visiting location ik.2
If Pik is the price at which firm i's kth brand is sold, each consumer
is assumed to solve
(2) U3(x. )-P(2) UJ(xik*) ' Pi*k* MAX [uJ(xi) - Pik
XikEXO 0
where X0 is the set of brands on the market. If (2) is positive, consumer j
buys (one unit of) brand i*k*! if not, he buys none of the available brands.
Since A does not affect brand choice, it can be neglected if consumer j is
certain to buy some brand.
The study of pure vertical differentiation is much more recent. (See
[243 for an early contribution, [863 for recent results and references,
[763 for pricing implications, and 83] for an econometric application.)
In economic models of vertical differentiation, consumers' utility functions
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differ only in willingness to pay for quality. The following function is
consistent with most of the relevant literaturei
N() i N(3) U (Xik) + A BJ [ w n ikn]'
n=l
where A, B , and the components of w are positive constants. The quantity
in brackets is the universally-accepted measure of the quality of firm i's
kt h brand. In this literature, consumers also make decisions by solving
(2). If all consumers are certain to buy some brand, one can think of them
as located on a line according to their Bj parameters.
A natural generalization of (3) is to allow the wn to vary among
consumers;
N
(4f) ujxik)= A + B [ E w3 x kn 
n i n.n'
where Aj, B, and the w are as above. Models of this general sort are often
associated with Lancaster 563. (But see 263 for an earlier development.)
They have both horizontal and vertical aspects. All consumers agree that
more of any attribute is better than less, but they disagree on the relative
values of the different attributes and on the value of quality in general.
(Lancaster 573 uses a non-linear version of (4) to study purely horizontal
differentiation and discusses the relation between his model and spatial
models. See Hauser and his associates 37, 39, 413 for marketing
applications.) If the quantity purchased does not depend on which brand is
chosen, as we have been assuming, (2) is still the relevant problem for
consumer decision-making 79, 903].
While most of the theoretical work on product differentiation in
economics has dealt with either pure horizontal or pure vertical
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differentiation, these are clearly special cases. The horizontal/vertical
distinction applies most naturally to individual attributes, not to brands
or products 703. All consumers might agree that more space is better than
less in hotel rooms, for instance, but they almost certainly disagree about
ideal mattress firmness. For marketing applications, one should ideally
work with a mixed model that can allow for both horizontal and vertical
differentiation.
There are two natural ways to obtain tractable mixed models. First, if
= 2 in (1), one can expand the quadratic terms and obtain an expression
linear in xikn and (xikn)2 that is of the form of (4) but with some negative
coefficients 29, 873. Second, one can go in the other direction by defining
attributes on which differentiation may be vertical as "bads" rather than as
"goods". Instead of using fuel economy (miles/gallon), for instance, one
might use fuel consumption (gallons per 100 miles) or, in the spirit of
[413, the difference between actual fuel consumption and the consumption of
the most fuel-efficient vehicle available. Then (1) can serve as it stands
as a general mixed model, with t equal to zero for all j if all consumers
n
agree that less of attribute n is better than more. Since all programming
models of optimal product design of which we are aware employ versions of
(1), as does an important part of the literature on optimal facility location
in geographic space, we adopt this second approach here for the continuous
case and for estimation in the discrete case. (As we noted above and explore
in Section 3, below, computation of consumer response to alternative new
product designs in the discrete case does not require any assumption about
the form of the Uj functions.)
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2.2 Preference Maps vs. Market Models
All address models of differentiated markets have three key elements.
First, existing and potential brands are given locations in product space.
Second, the distribution of consumers' preference parameters is explictly
described. Third, consumers' brand choice behavior is specified. All three
elements must be present in a marketing model designed to yield quantitative
predictions of the demand for new products or even, we would argue, sound
qualitative insights into market structure.3
Most perceptual mapping techniques in marketing focus on the first of
these elements and neglect the second and third. They are thus inherently
incapable of producing quantitative predictions of market response to new
products or other changes. Maps based on similarity judgements or
discriminant analysis are particularly weak from this point of view. Besides
their other shortcomings [36, 933, their theoretical links to consumer
choice behavior are so tenuous that it is unclear how they might be used as
the basis for complete market models. Maps based on consumers'
attribute-by-attribute evaluations of competing brands (perhaps with the use
of factor analysis to reduce dimensionality 36, 87, 883) have more potential
in this regard and are widely used in practice 933. We accordingly
concentrate on this mapping technique in what follows. 4
From an economic point of view, the usual use of evaluation-based
mapping has a number of serious shortcomings. Consider, for example, the
perceptual map of pain relievers presented and discussed by Urban and Hauser
in their popular text 93, p. 1873. The dimensions of the product space
are "gentleness" and "effectiveness", along both of which differentiation is
presumably vertical. Six brands are shown, three of which are dominated.
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That is, they provide less of both attributes than at least one other brand.
One brand, private label aspirin, is dominated by three other brands. Even
if consumer behavior is described by a random utility model (as discussed
below), one would not normally expect dominated brands to make substantial
sales, which the brands on the Urban/Hauser map do. (Even private label pain
relievers maintained a 3-4% volume share in the 1980-81 period. 5 ) Something
important is clearly missing from this picture.
As Hauser and Simmie 373 stress in their discussion of this example,
one obvious missing element is price. If consumers U's are in fact determined
only by "gentleness" and "effectiveness", the dominated brands must have
lower prices in order to make substantial sales. Hauser and Simmie suggest
dividing U's by prices to deal with this problem. It may be more natural
for a product of this sort (useage not price-sensitive, a small fraction of
consumers' budgets) to subtract prices from utilities, as we discuss below.
At any rate, the pain reliever map as drawn cannot be readily interpreted,
let alone used for quantitative predictions, without the addition of price
information, since price clearly affects choice for at least some consumers.
Given an evaluation-based preference map, the next standard step 93,
ch. 103 is the use of preference regression to estimate the vector Bw in
a model like (3). But this approach has two important shortcomings. First,
as commonly performed, preference regression neglects price information.
Second, and more importantly, this approach assumes pure vertical
differentiation, that is, essentially identical preferences. Since this
assumption is generally false, preference regression generally yields
information only about the average of consumers' preferences. This approach
thus invites the user to fall victim to the classic "majority fallacy" 543
and to design products for the "average consumer," who may not exist. (In
9
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the Kuehn-Day 543 example, some consumers like high-sudsing detergents and
some like low-sudsing products. The "average consumer" thus prefers
medium-sudsing detergents, which no real consumers prefer.) As many authors
have stressed [25, 27, 29, 41, 873, one needs to know more about the
distribution of preferences than its mean in order to make intelligent
product design decisions.
2. Estimatmating Market Models
Despite these criticisms evaluation-based perceptual maps can be used
as key components of useful market models. The first step in building such
a model is to construct an evaluation-based map in the usual fashion, with
two modifications. First, the map must be based on the analysis of actual
choice behavior. In particular, if factor analysis is used to reduce
dimensionality, the choice as to the number of factors to retain (i.e., the
choice of N) should not be based on mechanical standards (like those discussed
by Urban and Hauser [93, pp. 201-23) unrelated to consumer behavior. As
many dimensions should be retained as are necessary to explain consumer
choice, and no more. Second, price should not be treated as an attribute at
this stage. In particular, it should not be subjected to factor analysis.
Price will of course be correlated with brand attributes in almost all
markets, but these correlations largely reflect cost conditions and pricing
decisions, not consumer perceptions of brands' locations in product space.
The second step in constructing a useful market model is to specify
consumers' brand choice behavior and estimate the distribution of consumers'
preferences. Since a marketer's goal must generally be to obtain a useful
approximation to the entire distribution of preferences, it is important to
work with a well-designed sample of consumers. The sample must be relatively
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large 253 and/or carefully stratified to represent all segments believed
to be present. Depending on the data at hand, one can estimate preference
and choice models either for individual consumers or for groups of consumers
believed to have similar preferences. (One can select these groups on the
basis of either the usual criteria for market segmentation or actual behavior
in the market in question.)
At this stage, price information must be brought into the model. This
information need not be in dollar form. Since prices of individual brands
vary over time, space, and package sizes, qualitative perception of price
may be more reliable and informative. (Consider a seven-point scale running
from "much cheaper than average" to "much more expensive than average".)
For products for which (2) is a natural representation of the consumer
choice problem (small fraction of consumer budgets, usage not
price-sensitive), economic theory indicates that we can use (U-P) as the
choice criterion. Hauser and various associates 37, 38, 39, 40, 413 have
argued for the superiority of U/P, especially for expensive consumer
durables. For most inexpensive nondurables, however, we find the logic of
(2) and Srinivasan's [903 arguments for the greater robustness of (U-P)
persuasive. Moreover, Hauser and Urban 423 have recently found the two
criteria to have roughly equal performance even for automobiles, where the
theoretical case for U/P is unusually strong.
If the option of buying none of the brands is not of critical importance,
all this suggests that we can obtain a model of behavior by using the
following approximation to net utility, U - P, based on (1) with Aj 0:
N
(5) V = w Ix - t - bPik n n ikn n ik'
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where b is a positive parameter to be estimated. (We raise (1) to the
power and divide by B to facilitate estimation.) Alternatively, one could
obtain a more symmetric expression by treating price as if it were the
(N+I)st attribute, along which differentiation is vertical. To do this,
define xik(N+1)=Pik, with the corresponding component of t equal to zero
(or, following 41), equal to the lowest observed or perceived price) for
all j. Again following (1), one would then approximate net utility by
N+1
(6) V = - E w Ix - t ik n ikn n
n=1
Since we cannot ever hope to do more than approximate consumers' preferences,
the choice among (5), (6), and other plausible functional forms must be based
primarily on empirical and computational considerations. (We offer the
conjecture that (6) will out-perform (5) when price perceptions are used in
place of dollar values.)
Given either (5) or (6), there are two basic approaches to preference
estimation, depending on whether one assumes deterministic or stochastic
choice behavior 47, 88]. Under the deterministic assumption, consumers
always buy the brand with the highest V. If one also assumes that = 2 in
(5) or (6), one can use LINMAP [873 or other mathematical programming
techniques to obtain estimates of the preference parameters of each consumer
studied from data on his choices and the xik obtained from preference
mapping. Given recent advances in the computational complexity of solution
methods in linear programming 493, especially for low-dimensional problems
[672., this need not be a great chore even for large samples of consumers.
But the assumption of deterministic choice seems very strong in general,
given the inevitable approximations, omitted variables, and measurement
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errors in a study of this sort and the variability of consumer behavior over
time in some markets [45, 603. Moreover, the programming approach cannot
provide clear guidance as to the dimensionality of the product space (i.e.,
the number of factors to retain). Finally, programming models furnish no
information on the reliability of the estimated preference parameters they
generate. Thus one cannot tell whether consumers can justifiably be
aggregated into segments, even though such aggregation may yield managerial
insights and can greatly simplify the use of the resulting model to search for
promising new product designs.
For these reasons, the second approach to preference estimation, which
involves the assumption of stochastic choice behavior, is quite attractive in
principle. Under this assumption, consumers also select the brand with the
greatest net utility, but actual net utilities at any instant are given by
the sum of expressions like (5) or (6) and random variables. This random
utility assumption has been widely used in economics in recent years; see
C4), [613, and [643 for econometric overviews and 733 for an application
to Hotelling-style models. Random utility models have begun to realize their
obvious potential in marketing; see 633 for a superb prospectus and 65]
for a useful survey.
The simplest statistically efficient approach to modeling stochastic
choice behavior is to use data on consumers' rankings of competing brands
[7, 93 to estimate the parameters of a logit model, the simplest random
utility model, of brand choice. (This model is discussed in all the
references cited in this subsection.) If the number of brands that consumers
can rank reliably is large enough, individual consumers' preference parameters
can be directly estimated. If not, segment or group average preferences can
be obtained. With this approach, one can test statistically for the
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dimensionality of the product space (N), retaining only those factors that
significantly contribute to the explanation of choice behavior. Moreover,
one can test the hypotheses that individual consumers or groups of consumers
have identical tastes, thus permitting aggregation and segmentation to go
forward on a sound basis.
Though the logit model has been widely used in economics and marketing,
this approach is not without problems. Under the logit model, the probability
that consumer j purchases firm i's brand k is given by the following
expression:
exp[Vi k/W/P
(7) Prob (ik) -
I K
E exp[V Am/p)
~=1 m=l
where is proportional to the standard deviation of the random component of
utility. As (7) indicates, if the V function is linear in the unknown
parameters, one can generally estimate only the ratios of those parameters
to p. As p0, the probability of choosing the brand with the largest V
goes to unity; choice becomes deterministic.
Equation (7), like all "us/(us+them)" models (including gravity models),
embodies the much-discussed 4, 61, 63, 65, 953 property of independence
from irrelevant alternatives (IIA). This property makes the logit model
unsuitable for some markets.6 One can easily test for violations of IIA;
see 443 and 623 for techniques and 303, 593, and 953 for marketing
applications. If IIA is violated, the simple logit model is misspecified,
and a model that does not impose IIA should be used to estimate preference
parameters.
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Unfortunately, the two currently available ways of relaxing IIA are not
fully satisfactory. First, one can employ nested models 61, 63, 953 that
impose a tree structure on the choice process. That is, consumers are
modeled as first choosing among sets of brands and then, at the final stage,
selecting a brand. It is difficult to reconcile structures of this sort,
which involve a certain discreteness (i.e., a brand is either in or not in a
particular set of alternatives), with the continuous underlying product
space assumed in preference mapping. Second, one can employ a generalized
probit formulation 15, 43, 48, 633, in which the random elements of
brand-specific utilities have non-spherical multivariate normal
distributions. Unfortunately, this appealing model is intractable (and
available approximations quite unreliable) for problems involving more than
a few alternatives 7, 633.
For marketing applications in which IIA is violated, one would like a
tractable random utility model in which the joint distribution of the random
elements (the covariance matrix in the generalized probit formulation)
reflects in a natural way the pattern of brand locations in product space.
(See 84) for a development of this theme in a basically non-address
context.) Some steps in this direction have recently been taken in the
context of spatial autocorrelation in geographic models 721; more work is
clearly called for.
The second important problem with the logit model is more computational
than conceptual. In principle, one can estimate logit models involving (5)
or (6) for any value of , and one can estimate by comparing values of
maximized likelihood functions. (Though, as noted above, one cannot generally
identify both and the parameters of the V functions.) But the V functions
can only be made linear (via expansion of quadratic terms) when = 2. In
15
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particular, = 1, which yields the convenient (see Section 3) rectilinear
metric, implies V functions that are not everywhere differentiable (though
they are everywhere continuous). Further work on specification and estimation
of random utility models is clearly called for, and such work is proceeding
rapidly.
Despite these problems, a number of studies have found that both
deterministic choice and logit models (i.e., (7) with p = and p > 0,
respectively) often work well in marketing applications 30, 47, 75, 883.
We accordingly concentrate on the use of market models based on these two
specifications of consumer choice behavior in Section 3.
It is also worth noting here that (7) can be viewed as integrating both
representative consumer and address models into a single framework. Consumers
are given deterministic utility functions, the Vj, that in effect specify
their most preferred products. But when p is positive, consumers desire to
buy other brands from time to time; the larger is , the more consumers like
variety. This interpretation suggests that the deterministic model should
provide an adequate approximation for expensive, infrequently purchased
products (big-ticket consumer durables, for instance). That is, we would
expect estimates of the stochastic model to yield small values of p for such
products. But the stochastic model may be required to model adequately
behavior in markets for inexpensive, frequently purchased products in which
variety-seeking is important.
3.hGenerating Ideas for New Product Locations
This section considers the use of market models of the sort described
above to identify profitable new product opportunities. More formally, we
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focus on the problem of selecting one or more new product designs, one or
more values of xEX, that are most profitable for firm 1, taking into account
impacts on that firm's existing brands.
Market models based on consumer preferences and perceptions do not
contain enough information to permit evaluation of the profitability of
alternative product designs. Such models can be used to search for designs
that maximize sales or market share t1, 2, 3, 25, 66, 87, 1013. But these
models cover only demand; in order to evaluate profitability one must add
cost information 6, 25, 37, 853. The ways in which cost information might
be added and the corresponding implications for computation of optimal
designs are discussed below,
A second missing element is potentially even more important. Market
models based on current preferences and perceptions can only reflect the
actual, historical marketing activity of existing brands. But the launch
of a new brand may provoke a strategic response from one or more of the
incumbents. (See 783 for a general discussion and [393 for a prescriptive
analysis.) If existing brands are likely to lower their prices in response
to entry, for instance, the post-entry market will be less attractive than
the observed, pre-entry market. The competitive response to entry is likely
to depend on the design of the entrant brand, since the most-affected existing
brands are the most likely to react.
Prediction of competitive reactions in general requires careful assembly
of information and artful exercise of managerial judgement 783; it cannot
be done by formula if competitors are at all sophisticated. Accordingly,
any system for predicting the profitability of new brands should be flexible
enough to permit managers to simulate easily the consequences of alternative
assumptions about the reactions of existing brands. (This is most naturally
17
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handled by increasing the Vi's of existing brands, either by using estimated
VY(x) functions to predict the effects of assumed price cuts or by employing
proportional increases to capture the effects of other marketing actions.)
As the discussion below indicates, it must also be possible to examine the
effects of varying a variety of other assumptions. For a design exploration
system of this sort, in which sensitivity analysis plays a critical role, to
be of value in practice, it is clear that the calculation of optimal (or, at
least, "good") designs and their profitability implications must not be a
major computational task. We are thus primarily interested in fast, efficient
algorithms.
3.1 Cost Data and Problem Formulation
While a number of authors 6, 25, 37, 853 have emphasized the importance
of cost information in this context, the existing literature has essentially
nothing to say about how that information might be gathered or used. (For
example, after a nice discussion of the importance of focusing on
profitability rather than sales and the consequent need for cost information,
Gavish, Horsky, and Srikanth [25] proceed to assume away the problem.) We
suggest that the most natural approach involves two basic elements. First,
the implications of a variety of pricing strategies must be explored.
Second, marketers must treat the collection of cost information in usable
form from knowledgeable personnel as a research task. Specifically, carefully
structured interviews are likely to be necessary to obtain reliable estimates
from knowledgeable personnel of the costs of producing an array of
non-existent products.
In order to explore systematically the range of promising -pricing
strategies, we suggest focusing on a relatively small number of possible
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prices for new brands in any particular market. The application of, say,
high, low, and conventional markup policies then yields a relatively small
set of per-unit variable cost levels to be considered. The first research
task then becomes answering the question, "What designs (i.e., x-vectors)
can be produced with variable cost $v per unit?" for the selected values of
v. The answer to this question foreach v defines the corresponding set of
existing and feasible brands, X. (So far, our approach broadly resembles
that of Hauser and Simmie £373.) Unit variable cost may depend on volume,
of course. In such situations it seems reasonable to work with a fixed
volume level for all designs, corresponding perhaps to a minimum acceptable
share. One can then use the market model to see whether the assumed volume
is likely to be achieved or exceeded.
Given a value of unit variable cost, brand-specific fixed costs (which
include costs of detailed design and testing, introductory advertising and
dealing, and production setup) may or may not depend importantly on the
design selected. The second research task is thus to answer the question,
"What are the fixed costs associated with each of the designs (x's) that can
be produced for $v per unit?" If the answers indicate a fixed cost function,
F(x), that is essentially constant across feasible designs, fixed costs can
be ignored in optimization. This is particularly helpful in the continuous
case.
We see three possible approaches to answering the first of these research
questions! all make heavy use of the perceptual map developed as part of the
market model. (1) If several products on the market with different designs
have roughly equal (estimated) unit costs, one can perhaps use a piecewise
linear function fitted to their locations in product space to approximate
the corresponding set of possible products. (2) One might fix levels of N-1
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attributes at levels that can be related to perceptions of existing products
(e.g., "as effective as Tylenol") and ask knowledgeable personnel what level
of the remaining attribute can be attained at the specified cost level,
again with reference to the map of existing products. (3) If clear
regularities emerge from the second approach or can be identified directly
(e.g., from engineering principles), they might be approximated by a set of
linear inequalities. The first and third of these approaches yield an X set
with an infinite number of elements (the continuous case), while the second
produces a finite set of possible products (the discrete case) for each
v. We consider the discrete approach the most promising (as apparently do
Bachem and Simon 63), especially in light of the necessity to estimate
F(x) for all xEX once the latter set has been identified. Real-world
applications are clearly necessary to evaluate the usefulness of these (and
other) approaches to adding what Sen 1853 calls "the producer side" to market
models.
We are finally in a position to formulate the relevant optimization
problems. Let us initially concentrate on the problem of selecting the
single best new brand to introduce. (We examine below the more general
problem of selecting the best new line, which may involve introducing several
new brands.)
For notational convenience, we take the firm of interest to be firm
one, and we treat the new brand as its brand zero. Define
mj units purchased per period by consumer (or segment) j,
j 1,... J 
$k = profit per unit on firm 's brand k, k=O,..,K 1.
The values of m can be easily estimated in the process of perceptual
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mapping. Fixing unit variable cost, v, and markup policy fixes 0; the
values of the other k are presumably known.
By introducing product 0, firm 1 takes consumers away from its rivals,
but, except in the first brand case, it may also reduce the demand for its
existing products. What really matters is the net additional profit, which
we denote as n(x), that the firm would obtain from each possible new product.
Let us begin with the deterministic case. For all xX and j=l,...,J, let
j j. 110 ik
10 l 0 otherwise.
For simplicity in notation, we assume that consumers buy the new product
when it is just as desirable as an existing product; alternative plausible
assumptions raise no new substantive issues. Except in the first brand
case, we need the following definition for k=l,...,K1 and j=l,...,J:
I if V V: i=1, =l,...,K and # k;
(9) 1k i=2,.. I, =1 K
0 otherwise.
We neglect the possibility of ties among existing brands; allowing for ties
raises no new issues of importance. Note that unlike the o10(x), the 1k
are independent of x and can be obtained from the inputs of the problem.
It also simplifies notation in the deterministic case to write the
incremental profit if consumer i buys firm 's new brand as
K
1(10) j J C  j ]
In the first brand case, in which firm 1 has no existing brands on the
market, all the wj are positive. This condition, which we call the positive
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w condition, can also be satisfied even if firm one already has one or more
brands on the market. In general, however, some of the wj may be negative.
(Consider a firm with one high-priced brand considering introducing a
low-priced substitute with a smaller markup.) Negative values of one or
more of the wj complicate computation, particularly in the continuous case,
as we discuss below.
We can now write the new brand optimization problem in the deterministic
case, for given v and 0, as
J
(11) MAX f(x) = E 6 (x) - F(x).
XEX j=0
In the discre_te approach, X is treated as finite with, say, L elements.
Then F and the 10 are completely described by an Lx(J+l) array of
numbers. In the continuous approach, however, one must be able to compute
j jF(x) and Vo0 (x) for a continuum of possible new brands. (The V s for
existing brands are, as before, a finite (JxEKi ) array of numbers.) As per
the discussion above, we concentrate on V functions of the form of (5) or
(6).
If choice behavior is stochastic and described by a multinomial logit
model, the optimization problem for fixed v and tO is
. KI i
'3 to exp[V o(x)/P) + E f kexP[Vlk/P]
(12) MAX 1(x) =I - n Fx
xEX I K.
1exp[VJ (x/P) + E exp[V/
where n0 is firm 1'5s initial profit, a constant given by
J(13) n = mj
j=1
K1
k=1
I K 
E E' exp[V i k/
i=l k=l
The data requirements for this problem are precisely the same as for (11).
Note that, like (11), (12) measures the incremental returns to firm 1
from introducing product 0 at location x, but now consumers have a .
probabilistic choice rule given by (7). One can verify directly that (12)
approaches (11) as p->O. Finally, we have assumed in (12) that each product
has a nonzero probability of being purchased by each consumer. But in some
circumstances one might prefer to restrict the summations over k and in
(12) to the products within some maximal distance from each consumers' ideal
point or to the R products closest to that point 663. This may capture
some effects of differences in consumers' evoked sets.
It turns out that the distinction between deterministic and stochastic
behavior are less important computationally than the distinction between the
discrete and continuous approaches. Most of the product design literature has
focused on the continuous case, which we discuss first. Only Bachen and
Simon [63 appear to have appreciated some of the many advantages of the
discrete setup in this context.
32_0etimization: Continuous _A2roach
Let us describe explicitly the inputs of the deterministic and stochastic
new brand problems in the continuous case. (1) X is an uncountably infinite
subset of R For fixed v, the discussion in the preceeding subsection
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suggests that it may be possible to describe X by a system of linear inequalities:
d x < c
g -'
g=1,.. ,G.
(2) The $k' m j are constants, as are the V for i1 and kO. (3) Forik
simplicity, we concentrate on the case in which V (x) is given by (5) with
P1 0 fixed; use of (6) clearly raises no new issues. (4) F(x) is continuous
on X. For simplicity we assume that a linear approximation to this function
is adequate:
N
F(x) = f + a nXn
n=I
where fo and the an are constants, with fO.
and t11i for a calibration of (15).)
Let us begin with the new brand problem i
First, define
(16) Rj = Min
i= l, ...
k=l, . .
(See [6] for a similar approach
n the deterministic case.
N
,I;[ n~l wJ I X- t) I + b j(p -P )I]
4I; I I n ikn nik P '
,Ki
j=l,...,J.
We can now rewrite (11) as follows:
J N
(17) Max (x) = E irj z - f 0 - a nxn
sXuz j n=l
subject to
(18) dg'x < cg g=1,... ,6.
Note that the z is not in fact under firm l's control; we must add
constraints to force z to be consistent with consumer behavior:
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(14)
(15)
N
(19) E wixn -tI - Rj < (1-zJ)M,
(20) Zj {,I, jl,·,J,
where M is a large number.
The objective function in (11) is equal to (17) if Zj=Ij (x). When
zJ=l, (19) implies that consumer i buys firm 1's new brand, so that 6 =1.10
Conversely, in the first brand case or, more generally, in the positive n
case, 8=1 implies that zJ=1 is feasible and optimal. On the other hand,
(19) is always satisfied when z, and therefore JO, is equal to zero.
Finally, (20) means that zj can take on only the values zero and one.
If some of the iJ are negative, (19) must be supplemented by
N
(19a) -z3M < E wIx n-t3 1 Rj
n nl n
Inequalities (19) and (19a) require z=l (zj=o) when consumer j would buy
(would not buy) brand j.7 Note that, in contrast with standard problems in
location theory, optimization here must be conditional on consumer behavior,
as expressed by (19) and (19a).
When fixed costs are independent of product design, the second summation
in (17) vanishes, and the objective function becomes
(21) Max H(x) = E Z - f
x,z j=l
In the -positive case the problem can then be given the following geometric
interpretation tl, 2, 25, 87, 101]. For consumer i, each design x for
which V () R is preferred to all existing products. Let Sj be the set
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of such designs. As xESj is equivalent to zj = 1, the optimal new product
must be situated in the common intersection of the S that gives the highest
value of (17). This is called the N-dimensional maximal covering location
@rglem; see [10, 18, 683 for studies of the planar (N=2) case in location
theory. In the special case in which all the wj are equal, the problem
amounts to searching for a point that lies within the common intersection of
a maximum number of domains 2, 25]3. (This special case arises when firm
i has no existing brands and all consumers purchase the same number of units
of the product per period, so that the m are all equal.) Notice that the
impact of different policies and assumptions can be handled by varying the
Jf, the R, and or the parameters of (15).
Experience in location theory suggests that problems involving the
weighted rectilinear or city-block norm -- a=l in (5) or (6) -- are often
easier to solve than problems with the weighted Euclidean norm -- =2. (See,
for instance, 23, 35, 99].) This is also the case here. When =1,
constraints (19) can be re-written as a set of linear inequalities:
N
(22) E wy j < Rj + (1-z)M,
n n
(23) < X n Y nJ
Thus when =, the initial problem (17)-(20) is equivalent to the mixed
integerlinear program defined by (17)-(18), (20), and (22)-(23). This
program has J 0-1 variables (z ), N(J+I) continuous variables (x ,yn) and
2JN+J+G constraints (plus J integrality constraints). If some of the wj are
negative, (19a) implies J additional linear constraints:
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N
(22a) -zjM + R < 
njl
Fairly efficient codes are now available to solve mixed integer linear
programs 973, and further progress can be expected. Not surprisingly, the
main concern in most applications is the size of the problem. This may not
be of central importance here, however. A sample of 200 consumers or, more
generally, 200 segments, seems large enough for most purposes, and the
number of dimensions necessary to describe real products rarely exceeds four
[1003. This gives problems with at most 200 0-1 variables, 804 continuous
variables, and (if = 2N) 1808 constraints. (If (22a) must be imposed,
there are 2008 constraints.) Such a size is not excessive by current
standards, and one may hope to solve such problems in a reasonable amount of
time. In addition, the special structure of the program (the 0-1 variables
appear only in constraints (22) (and, if necessary, (22a)), and the matrices
of coefficients associated with constraints (23) contain a large number of
zeros) should allow for problem-specific methods that permit efficient
computation; more work on this possibility is clearly called for. 8
Thus far we have shown that the continuous, deterministic new brand
problem with the weighted rectilinear norm (=1 in (5) or (6)) can be
formulated as a mixed integer linear programming problem for which codes
exist. Applications to real markets, which are likely to require extensive
sensitivity analysis, are thus practical and should be attempted.
On the other hand, solving problem (17)-(20) with the weighted Euclidean
norm (=2) seems much more difficult. The reason is that constraints (19)
are quadratic, thus making the problem essentially nonlinear. The only
27
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solution method we are aware of is a heuristic proposed by Bachem and Simon
£63, but its efficiency has not yet been studied.
The special, but meaningful, case in which (17) is replaced by (21)
appears more tractable when =2. One can then take advantage of the fact
that (21), unlike (17), is constant over each S. Under the weighted
Euclidean norm, the domains S whose intersections are to be considered are
ellipsoids in RN. In such a context, a natural approach, common to several
proposed algorithms , 2, 25, 1013 is that of branch-and-bound. That
is, one investigates the intersection of the ellipsoids in decreasing order
of the iJ, stopping when the best known location gives a profit higher than
that which could be obtained from the remaining intersections of ellipsoids.
In view of, the computational experiments reported by May, Shocker, and
Sudharshan 663, Albers' [13 algorithm seems to be the most efficient. But
the experience reported on by Gavish, Horsky, and Srikanth 253 suggests that
this algorithm does not work well for larger problems. More work here is
clearly called for, especially to consider violations of the postive 
condition, and the need for good heuristics is particularly apparent.
Finally, if N 2, (18) - (21) can be solved for any positive (i.e.,
any weighted Minkowski norm), whether or not some of the ni are negative, by
an algorithm originally designed by Drezner 183 to deal with an extension
of the center problem in location theory. Drezner's algorithm has a complexity
of OCj2log(J)].
To summarize, existing techniques allow one readily to solve the
continuous, deterministic new brand problem when the weighted Euclidean norm
is employed only for F(x) = f and N = 2. Since this norm appears to be the
most convenient for estimation purposes, as noted in Section 2, more work is
clearly required for F(x) non-constant and/or N > 2..
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Let us now turn to the stochastic case. A direct inspection of (12)
reveals that, whatever the norm (value of ) used, the problem is inherently
nonlinear. As the objective function is not concave, gradient search
procedures (which can be applied since (12) is almost everywhere
differentiable) can yield only local optima 663. A systematic comparison
of such procedures would seem to be a high-priority research task.
Even the assumption F(x) f does not seem to simplify (12) much in
general. This is because an examination of (12) reveals that each term in
the summation there is not necessarily increasing (or decreasing) in Vx,)
so that there is no apparent special structure that can be exploited.
On the other hand, when F(x) f0 in the first brand case, (12) can be
re-written as
J N
(24) Max n(x) = J/{ + p exp( w xnit IJ)/p]) + constant,
xEX n=1j=l
where aj mi j=1,...,J, and
I K.
(25) p = expE-b P1 E E expV i1 . ,J.
i=1 k=1l
A simple manipulation then shows that maximizing (24) is equivalent to
solving a minisum Rroblem with nonlinear and increasing functions of the
distance to the ideal points, tj [34, 503. 9
In the general N-dimensional case, this suggests use of the Weiszfeld
scheme, which has proven to be very efficient for handling related location
problems [12, 50, 69, 713. However, the objective function in (24) has
not been employed in location theory to date, so that convergence of the
Weiszfeld scheme in this context must be examined. In the planar case
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(N=2), the Big Square -- Small Square method of Hansen, t_al 343 can be
used to determine the optimal new brand design. The question of the possible
extension of this method to N3 is open.
So far we have concentrated entirely on the continuous new brand problem,
and we have found that this problem can be solved efficiently only in some
special cases. The algorithms mentioned above for these cases seem to be
fast enough to make practical the extensive sensitivity analysis that is
essential in this context, but much work clearly remains to be done. The
new-line problem, in which one seeks an optimal set of products for firm 1
to introduce, is clearly much harder. We know of no approach that is likely
to produce solutions efficiently to this problem in the continuous case.
3.3 Ogtimization: Discrete Appgoach
As above, let us begin by describing the inputs of the discrete new
brand problems, (11) and (12). (1) X is a finite subset of FRN i.e., X =
1 L j !{x ...,x . (2) The ky m , and Vik are constants, for ik#10, as in the
continuous case. (3) V (xt) and F(xi) are constants for each x X. Note10
that these constants can be obtained from (5) or (6) and (15), respectively,
but other specifications may also be employed. Thus, unlike the continuous
approach, the discrete approach does not require the imposition of any a
priori restrictions on X, V(x), or F(x).
In the discrete case, the ewbrand problem can always be easily solved,
whether behavior is deterministic (problem (11)) or stochastic (problem
(12)). Violations of the positive condition pose no problems here. It is
sufficient to evaluate the objective function at each point x of X, to
compare the value thus obtained with the highest previous value, and to
update the latter (and the corresponding optimal design) when an improvement
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is encountered. The optimal design is then the point (or one of the points)
corresponding to the highest value of (x). For each I this requires J
evaluations of incremental returns; hence the total procedure has a complexity
of O(JL). Note that the distinction encountered in the continuous case
between the 2- and N-dimensional optimization problems becomes immaterial;
the solution method and its complexity are unaffected by the dimensionality
of the attribute space.
Moreover, a good deal can be said about the solution to the new line
problem in the discrete case. In this problem, given X, the optimal number
of new products for firm 1 and their locations in attribute space are to be
determined. That is, the constraint imposed in the new brand problem that
firm can launch only one new brand is relaxed. Since this constraint
may artificially limit firm I's profitability substantially in some cases,
the ability to address the product line problem may be quite valuable. We
confine ourselves to the deterministic case here; the discrete, stochastic
new line problem is an interesting topic for future research. (See [583
for some preliminary results on a related problem in facility location.)
To address this problem, the following notation is useful. Let X be the
set of firm 's potential or-existing brands, denote the fixed cost of firm
' s brand by F=F(x ), and let 0 = m be the profit earned by firm 1 if
consumer j buys its brand . We thus treat actual and potential brands
symmetrically. (If brand is an existing brand, F could well equal zero.
If some brand t must be kept on the market, a constraint to this effect can
easily be added to the problem.) Consumer i's utility of brand is
j i iVY=Vo(Xt) Let =L+l1 be the index of a fictitious product (accounting for
all existing products of firms 2,...,I) with FL+I=0, and
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= Max
i=2,... ,I;
k=l ,.. ,Ki
for jl,..,J.
all of firm 's
existing brands
Now define X as the set (which may of course be empty) of
potential or existing brands that consumer i prefers to all
of firms 2,...,I:
Xj = I t=1,...,L; and V >i1
j
1,L+ 1
Finally, let 3 = f if tEX j , =0 for =L+i, and =-M otherwise.
Suppose YI is set equal to one if firm 1 produces product and is zero
otherwise. Then if z is set equal to one when consumer j buys (real or
fictitious) product and is zero otherwise, firm 's profit is given by
J L+1
(26) = E E iz3
j=i =1
For z to be one in (26),
(27) o j Io~ ': vl
L+i
- E Fly,'
=1
product I must be available for purchase:
j=l ,...,J; =1,...,L+1.
On the assumption that consumer j always buys one and only one brand in this
market, we must have
L+1
E = 1,
=-1
j=l,. . . J.
We need to add a set of allocation constraints, which force Zf = 1 whenever
consumer j chooses to buy brand . Set
H(j,t) = {hlh#i; h=l,...,L+l; and Vh>V I,
III
j
1,L+i
Vjik
(28)
j=1,,.., J; =,.. L1
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Then
(29) Y! i z + E Yh'(29) Z + j=1,.. ,J; =1,... ,L+.
heH(j,t)
If product is available and is most preferred by consumer j, H(j,t) is
empty, the second term on the right-hand side of (29) is equal to zero, and
z must equal one. Given (28), all the other zk must equal zero for kf.
Notice that the definition of the ii implies that YL+1 = 1 will be optimal if
for some j no product in Xj is produced. Finally4 we have L integrality
constraints:
(30) Y E 0,,..,L.
The optimal product line for firm I is thus obtained by maximizing (26)
subject to (27)-(30). This amounts to solving a -1 linear roegrag, since
the constraints force the z to be zero or one. In this problem, as above
and in contrast to standard location problems, the objective function is
maximized conditional on consumer behavior; the "planner" cannot allocate
consumers to brands. This problem can clearly be solved by general integer
programming codes. Moreover, (26)-(30) has the structure of an optimization
problem that has been studied by location theorists 32, 813. An algorithm
has recently been devised for this problem 323; more work is clearly called
for.
In the special case in which w = J for 1which may provide a
workable approximation in some situations, firm 1 does not care which of its
products any consumer buys. In this case problem (26)-(30) is equivalent to
a famous problem in location theory, known as the simpleplantlocation
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problem, for which efficient algorithms and heuristics (discussed below) are
available:
J L+1 L+1
(31) Max E E Z F y
j=l =1 l
L+1 .
(32) E z = 1 j=, ., J,
t= 1I
(33) 0 < z < y, j=1,..., t=1, L+
(34) Y! E {0,1}, I=,...,L+1.
Notice that we no longer need the allocation constraints (29), since the
firm does not care which of its products any consumer selects, and the
decision to buy none of its products is captured by the definition of the
-j j
Hti which forces z L+1 = 1 in this case.
Various methods have been proposed to solve (31)-(34). The most
frequently used heuristics involve the addition, elimination, or interchange
of a single brand at a time t22, 55, 913. These heuristics generally work
well, especially for large problems [13, 333. Branch-and-bound algorithms
guaranteeing an optimal solution have also been developed. Erlenkotter's
E213 DUALOC is generally found to be the most efficient. It allows one to
solve problems with J=L=100 in times varying between one and three seconds
on large computers. For more details about properties of and solution
methods for the simple plant location problem, see [143 and 533.
In some situations (when funds for investment in new products are being
rationed, for instance) a constraint on the number of brands in the new line
must be considered. In general, such a constraint can be written as
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L+1
(35) L' < E y J L",
with 0 < L' (the minimum number of brands) L" (the maximum number of
brands) L. Adding (35) to (31)-(34) does not affect markedly the structure
of the problem or the efficiency of the algorithms discussed above 31, 523.
It is worth noting that the basic analogy emphasized above, between the
new line problem and the simple plant location problem, offers a great
number of possibilities not explored here. All take advantage of the
flexibility of the discrete approach and the robustness of the solution
methods developed in location theory. Examples of such extensions are
unit variable costs that differ among products and decline with volume
t193, price-sensitive demands 20), and dynamic 963 and multiple objective
considerations [803. Similar extensions have not yet been studied in the
context of the more general problem (26)-(30); this seems a promising research
area.
3.4 The Two_ApEroaches Come1rd
The main advantage of the continous approach is that it permits one to
deal with problems in which the number of possible designs for each level of
unit cost analyzed is very large. No doubt there are situations in which
this consideration is so important that continous models must be used. But
it seems unlikely to us that most applications are of this sort.
On the other hand, the disadvantages of the continuous approach are
many. First of all, computational considerations require one to introduce
some a priori restrictions on the shape of the set of possible designs.
(See, e.g., (14).) Second, the functional forms of the utility (Vjo(X)) andI0
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fixed cost (F(x)) functions must be specified. As we have noted, functions
that are easy to estimate may present computational problems, and vice
versa. Third, as the corresponding optimization problems are often nonlinear
and nonconvex, especially in the theoretically plausible stochastic case,
one must generally be content with local optima. (Moreover, one cannot
count too heavily on future advances in nonconvex optimization, as progress
in this field proceeds slowly.) Finally, extensions of the most basic new
brand problem that attempt to integrate more aspects of reality (such as the
possibility of launching more than one new product) very quickly become
computationally intractable,
The advantages (disadvantages) of the continuous approach correspond to
the disadvantages (advantages) of the discrete approach. The need to restrict
attention a priori to a finite number of possible designs may be awkward in
some applications and constitutes the main weakness of the discrete approach.
But, as we argued above, such a restriction may be necessary in many
situations in order to obtain meaningful cost information. Further, recent
advances in discrete location theory and computer systems suggest that quite
large problems will be efficiently soluble in the reasonably near future,
thus reducing the impact of a discretization of an infinite set of
possibilities. 10
On the other hand, the discrete approach has many advantages. First,
computational considerations do not force one to impose restrictions on the
set of possible designs in RN Second, any specification may be employed
for the utility and fixed cost functions, since only vectors of numbers for
the ik and F are required. Thus fixed costs can be estimated purely on a
design-by-design basis, and choice among utility functions can be made
purely on the basis of ease of estimation and ability to explain consumer
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choice behavior. Third, the new brand problem can always be rapidly and
efficiently solved, regardless of the signs of the nj or the dimensionality
of the product space. This is a great advantage in light of the importance
of sensitivity analysis in this context. Fourth, in at least some cases the
new line problem, which appears intractable in the continuous case, has a
special structure that allows it to be solved by means of existing algorithms
from location theory. These algorithms are generally fast and thus permit
sensitivity analysis to be performed at low cost. Finally, discrete models
are very flexible; they can be generalized in many ways without affecting
solution methods markedly.
In short, although neither of the two approaches dominates the other,
we believe that the discrete approach is much the more promising. Its
potential appears great enough to justify its use (at least in several pilot
applications) in product design systems.
4. Conclusions and Implications
Perceptual mapping techniques are widely used in the process of designing
new products because they provide valuable information. We have argued that
these techniques can be even more valuable if they are augmented to permit
quantitative analysis of the profitability implications of alternative
designs and to allow optimization techniques to be employed to suggest
especially promising product development strategies. We have not tried to
present the best way of achieving this goal. Rather, we have attempted to
show that recent developments in economics and location theory can be
exploited to these ends, though important unsolved problems remain.
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We hope that economics can continue to contribute to the modeling of
consumer choice behavior in marketing. Similarly, we hope that marketers
will make use of the solution methods developed in facility location analysis
to solve their product design optimization problems and that location
theorists will turn their attention to some of the unsolved problems discussed
above.1T We believe that the topics explored in this essay offer unusually
great opportunities for cross-fertilization that can be beneficial to several
disciplines.
Finally, we must note again that the value of the ability to compute
"optimal" product designs in the sorts of models we have discussed should
not be over-estimated. These models can, we think, provide valuable insights
in the early phases of the product design process, but they certainly cannot
automate those phases, and they cannot replace later phases in that process.
And, in practice, the success of any model may not depend as much on its
formal properties or the efficiency of the algorithms used to analyze it as
on the validity of the inputs on which it is based. Problems in statistical
estimation or computation of optima may well be less important than
measurement problems that we have not treated in detail. Only real-world
applications can determine the actual value of our general approach in
practice.12
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Footnotes
1. We thus follow standard practice in perceptual mapping (to which 413
is an important exception) and ignore differences among consumers' evoked
sets, which apparently must be considered in product testing [89, 94,
953. Similarly, we do not treat issues raised by expensive durable
goods 38, 40, 423, nor do we deal explicitly with situation-specific
(453 or other 603 variation in consumer preferences over time. Finally,
we do not consider design selection techniques based on conjoint analysis
(e.g., [293) because of our focus on perceptual mapping and on the
early stages of the design process.
2. Block norms, which generalize the city-block (=1) case discussed in
the text, have recently been proposed for use in facility location
analysis [92, 983. These norms have been shown to fit actual
transportation network distances well. However, it is still unknown
whether these norms can be usefully employed to describe perceived
distances in attribute space.
3. The economics literature makes the assumption, which is also common
in marketing, that all consumers use (or act as if they use) the same
product space and the same brand locations (x-vectors) in making
decisions. We also assume homogeneous preferences here for convenience.
(Though, as Section 3 notes, it is unnecessary for design analysis in
the discrete case.) This assumption is weaker in practice than in
theory, since differences in perceptions may be effectively captured by
differences in estimated preferences 413. But the assumption of
homogeneous preferences should be examined carefully when consumers
have substantially different information sets 16, 883].
4. Among newer techniques, Keon's TRINODAL mapping 513 does not specify
consumer choice behavior, while the DEFENDER model [39, 413 based on
(4) has all three elements discussed above but cannot easily handle
attributes along which differentiation is horizontal and thus does not
link naturally with the facility location literature.
5. Advertising_Age; June 1, 1981, p. 112; September 1, 1981, p. 90.
6. The following example, due to McFadden, is the classic illustration of
the implications of IIA and the reasons why it can be troublesome.
Suppose that for some consumer the V's corresponding to commuting by
car, by red bus, and by blue bus are all equal. If she has a choice
between driving and taking a red bus, the probability is then 1/2 that
she will drive. According to (7), however, if the option of taking a
blue bus is added, the probability of driving falls to 1/3. Because
the red and blue busses are presumably close substitutes, one would
expect prob(red bus) to decline by more than prob(car), but (7) clearly
rules this out.
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7. Difficulties may arise with (19) and (19a) when the right-hand side of
(19a) is equal to zero, so that both z=O and z=1 are feasible, and r
is negative. In that case, the program always selects z=O, the more
favorable outcome for firm 1. The practical implications of this are
not clear.
8. Notice also that the formulation (17), (19)-(20), and (21)-(22), which
seems the most intuitive, may not be the most efficient computationally.
In particular, alternative formulations of (21), relying on the geometry
of the problem, should be investigated 97].
9. Even if firm has existing brands on the market, as long as 90 exceeds
9k for k=1,...,K 1 , so that the positive condition holds, each of the
terms in the summation in (12) is increasing in V , and a similar
transformation is possible. This circumstance only arises when a firm
is considering a new brand with a higher markup than any of its existing
brands, of course.
10. Gavish, Horsky, and Srikanth 25, pp. 1291-33 suggest that objective
functions in the continuous, deterministic new brand problem with
relatively small samples of consumers (they use 50) are typically
highly nonconvex and discontinous, with very small optimal regions.
This suggests the importance of working with a large number of possible
designs and/or a large sample of consumers in the discrete case. On
the other hand, the assumption of stochastic behavior should serve to
smooth the objective function so that designs that are nearly optimal
will tend to perform relatively well. This in turn should signal the
desirability of considering additional potential brands "nearby" in
product space.
11. Note that the product design context offers a natural interpretation
for N-dimensional location problems, and it suggests a new class of
competitive location problems.
12. The authors thank L. Wolsey for his comments on an earlier draft. The
first author is indebted to CIM (Belgium) for financial support.
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